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Advantages of a RAB-based approach?

Backward-looking RAB-based price regulation used by a number of regulators 

to regulate monopoly services under RPI-X framework e.g. Ofgem, Ofwat and 

ORR

Well understood and ‘financeable’

Intended to provide remuneration of investment at cost of capital

Helps to address the time-inconsistency problem (if regulator’s commitment to 

fund past sunk investments can be made credible) 

Relative certainty of future revenue flows (absent competition)

Historic cost assessment relatively straightforward

RPI-X framework provides incentives for operating efficiency out-performance 

and benefits flow to users during future price control periods
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Disadvantages of a RAB-based 

approach?
Gatwick is now operating in a competitive environment – but RAB-based 

controls most fit for purpose where there is enduring monopoly

Backward-looking costs tend not to be used in sectors where there is 

competition

• Ofcom – current costs or forward-looking LRIC with modern equivalent 

assets

• Ofgem – energy supply

Does not generate clear incentives to optimise investment

• may give incentives to build big and build early as this is how company is 

remunerated or

• may give incentives to build too small too late (if cost of capital set too low)

Does not provide efficient pricing signals (e.g. prices should increase when 

capacity becomes scarce)
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Disadvantages of a RAB-based 

approach?
Regulator at the centre of pricing and quality decisions – not determined by 

market

Can heavily dilute incentives to compete – dilutes reward for winning

Dulled incentives to deliver what airlines and passengers want 

Maintains incentives – on both sides – to play regulatory “games”

• e.g. low traffic forecasts lead to higher prices (and vice versa)

One-size-fits-all approach to negotiations (airlines negotiate as one) 

Where are the passengers views?

Not consistent with mandated separation – why separate if still need intrusive 

regulation?
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Recent ‘enhancements’

CAA has sought to address some of the disadvantages of RAB-based price 
regulation

• constructive engagement

• service quality rebates

• capex triggers

• mid-Q capex reviews

• Annex G

But these create even more “regulatory treacle”, different incentive distortions 
and more focus on gaming

Further attempts to address problems risks drawing CAA into ever more 
detailed micro-management
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Recent ‘enhancements’

One-size-fits-all outcome remains

Poor investment signals remain

Do not address the central disadvantage that a RAB-based approach does not 

regulate for competition

• the regulator is still central, not the market

• in competitive markets companies take a forward-look of costs

• in competitive markets, innovation is encouraged

• if prices remain below what would be expected in a competitive market, entry 

and expansion will not occur
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CAA’s competition analysis

CAA’s competition analysis will determine whether Gatwick has substantial 

market power and the nature of it

• if Gatwick does not have SMP – no need for regulation

• if it does – then  there will be a debate on whether regulation is warranted in 

light of regulatory distortions...

• ...but even then could rely on ex post general competition law powers

• separate ownership of Gatwick – allow competition to flourish

Decision on future regulation needs to take into account

• potential dynamic gains e.g. innovation, service quality, pricing structures, 

capital investments

• the need to put the passenger first

• whether the future is to be dominated by regulatory decisions and leadership, 

or whether market forces and competition are to be allowed to flourish
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Future regulation, if any

Regulation needs to be tailored to identified competition problems

Potential to rely on non-price regulation from Q6

• mandatory negotiation with airlines and capex monitoring?

• no-hoarding condition?

• condition to require charges to be fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory?

• binding arbitration process?

• price monitoring with a threat of re-regulation?

But could always rely on ex post competition law powers
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Future regulation, if any

If there is to be a price cap in Q6, then possible changes could be -

• the scope (limited to bottleneck facilities? narrow till?)

• duration – longer than five years?

• backward-looking or forward-looking cost base?

• opex rollover and commercial revenue rollover?

• differential pricing/ price caps (peak/ off-peak)?

• level of control over all aspects of the passenger service (check-in, first bag–
last bag)?

• a backstop ‘default cap’ from which commercial negotations can occur?
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Assessment criteria

Potential remedies will need to be assessed against the CAA’s statutory duties

In terms of the CAA’s prospective duties from the DfT’s review of economic 
regulation this means that the assessment criteria are 

• does the remedy (or suite of remedies) promote effective competition 
between airports?

• does the remedy (or suite of remedies) secure efficient investment?

• is the remedy (or suite of remedies) consistent with the principles of better 
regulation i.e. transparent, accountable, proportionate, consistent and 
targeted?

It is difficult to see how the CAA could justify the introduction of assessment 
criteria which are not included within its statutory duties
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Thank you


